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CHARTS FOR ESTIMATING TAIL-ROTOR CONTRIBUTION TO HELICOPTER
STABILITY AND CONTROL IN LOW-SPEED FLIGHT 1

"By _(ENNETtt "B. AMER and ALFRED (_E_.a, OW

DIRECTIONAL

SUMMARY

Theoretically derived charts and equations are presented by

which tail-rotor de._ign studies of directional trim and control

respon,_e at low forward ,_'peed can be con_,eniently made. The
charts can also be u,_'ed to obtain the main-rotor stability deriva-

tive,_ _ thrust with, re,qpect to collectice pitch and al_gle _J attack

at low.forward speeds.

The use _ the ehart,_, and equations for tail-rotor design
,_'tudies is illu,s'trated. Cor_pari,_ons between theoretical and

experimeldal re,sult,_ are presented.
The charts indieale, and flight te,s'l._eoT_firm, that the region _(

vortex roughness which i,_ Jamiliar.for the main rotor is also

encountered by the tail rotor and that prolonged operation at the

eorresponding flight conditions wouhl be difficult.

INTRODUCTION

The tail rotor of a conventionally powered single-rotor

helicopter has two purposes--to counteract the rotor torque

and fuselage yawing moments and to maneuver the heli-

copter directionally. Preliminary flying-quality studies have
indicated a minimum desirable response of 3 ° yaw in the

first second following a l-inch step displacement of the pedals

while, hovering in zero wind. In addition to indicating a
minimum (tesir_lble response value, these studies have also

indicated the existence of a maximum desirable response

value. When large pedal friction and out-of-trim forces

are present, the maximum desirable response value is indi-

cated to be approximately l0 ° of yaw in the first second

following a 1-in(,h step displacement of the pedals while

hovering in zero wind. When pedal friction and out-of-trim

forces are relatively small, a maximum desirable value of 2

to 4 times as large as the 10 ° value is indicated.

Some of these flying-quality indications are incorporated
in the flb_ing-qmfiity requirements of reference 1. In

addition, reference 1 calls for the ability of average-sized

helicopters to make a complete turn over a spot while hov-

ering in a 30-knot wind and, while trimmed at the most

critical yaw angle, to t)e al)le to a('hieve at least 3 ° of yaw in

lhe first second following full deflection of the pedals in
the critical direction. Other flying-quality and stability

studies have indicated that careful design is frequently

required to satisfy these criteria without unnecessary
sacrifice in weight, rotor clearances, or other factors. Tail

rotors for jet-powered helicopters, for example, arc of

minimum size inasmuch as their primary purpose is to pro-

Supersedes NACA TN 3156, 1954.

vide control and, unless specifically designed to satisfy the

previously discussed requirements, might not fulfill all of
these criteria.

As an aid in designing helicopters to meet the directional

requirements of reference 1, it would, of course, be desiral)le
to have pul)lished information availat)le whereby problems

of directional trim and control can be conveniently studied

for helicopters of various types and configalrations. The

single-rotor helicopter was c'hosen for study in this report

because of its wide usage and because the necessary back-

ground theory is readily available. The results of the study

are presented in the form of charts and related equations,
and a comparison is made between theoretical and experi-

mental results. In the course of this comparison, a region

of possible directional-control difficulty is indicated.

The charts presented herein can also bc used to obtain

the main-rotor stability derivatives relating the change in

thrust-coefficient--solidity ratio with pitch angle i)Cr/(r
b0

and with angle of attack 5Cr/_r
ba at low forward speeds

(at tip-speed ratios less than 0.10). The significance of
these derivatives is discussed in reference 2, which also

presents charts for obtaining them for tip-speed ratios equal

to or greater than 0.15.

SYMBOLS

b

B

c_

_o

slope of curve of section lift coefficient against section

angle of attack in radians (assumed herein to be

5.73)
number of blades per rotor

tip-loss factor (assumed herein to be 0.97); blade
elements outboard of radius BR arc assumed to

have t)roftle drag bu_ no lift

blade section chord, ft

fo I .ocx 2dx
equivalent blade chord(on thrust basis), _TT.o--' ft

o x 2dx

T

thrust coefficient, _rR_p (_2R)2

Q
rotor-shaft torque coefficient, 7rR2p(_R)2 R

mass moment of inertia, referenced to Z-axis (vertical

axis through center of gravity), slug-ft:
1
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l, horizontal distance from tail-re/or lmb to main-rotor

hub, ft

N yawing moment, lb-ft
Q rotor-shaft torque, lb-ft

r rate of yaw with respect to earth axes, dt' ra<hans/sec

R blade radius, ft

s Laplace transform parameter

P rotor-shaft power, hp

T rotor thrust, lb

t time, sec
v induced inflow velocity at rotor (always positive),

ft/sec
V true airspeed of helicol)ter along flight path, ft/see
x ratio of blade-element ra<lius to rotor-blade radius

a rotor angle of attack (angle between flight path and

plane perpendicular to axis of no feathering,

positive when axis is inclined rearward), radians
2

a_.,_ 1)lade-eh, ment angle of a,t tael< at radial position _ BR

(measured from line of zero lift), (leg
/3 sideslil) a.ngle (angle be'_ween plane of symmetry and

flight path, positive for sideslip to right); for tail-
rotor thrust to right, f_t----at, radians

8, "rudder" pedal deflection, positive for righi pedal

forward, in.

v angle of yaw with respect to earth axes, radians

0 blade:section pitch angle (angle between line of zero

lift of blade section and phme perpendicular to axis

of no feathering), radians unless otherwise stated

blade pitch angle at hub, radians

difference between hub and tip pitch angh, s, positive
when tip angle is larger, radians

X inflow ra, tio, (Vsin o<--v)/P.R

tip-speed ratio, V cos a/<.).R

p mass density of air, slugs/eu ft

rotor solidity, bc_firR

ft rotor angular velocity with respect to helicol)ter,

positive in counterch)cl<wise direction as viewed

from above, radians/see

:Sul)scril)tS:
hey hovering
i induced

m main rotor

BR at radial position BR

l tail rotor; this subscript is used only where there

might be some o_nfusion as to which rotor is

being discussed

ANALYSIS

Problems of directional trim and control response of the

single-rotor helicopter involve a knowledge of the relatio_
between tail-rotor collective pitch and various operating and

design variables as well as an understanding of the dynamic

response of the helicopter to control deflection• Both types
of information are discussed in this section.

00

01

STATIC ROTOR CHARACTERISTICS

Tail-rotor collective-pitch reI,ttions (.an be most con-

veniently studied by means of charts that are presented

herein. The theory on whM1 the charts are t)ased is deve]- :

oped in appendix A, and the application of the charts is
• ns _illustrated in the section entitled "Illustrative Calculatm s.

In appendix A, equations for the collective pitch of a tail ..

rotor at low forward speeds are derived in terms of its

forward speed, tip speed, sideslil) angle, thrust coeffwient,

solidity, and the yawing velocity of the helicopter. The._
derivations are based on the rotor theor 3, of references 3

and 4. The assuml)tions involved are discussed in appendix

A. Comparison of the equations with more accurate t)ut

less general calculations presented in references 5 and 6 is

made in appendix A and shows good agreement. The
charts based on the equations of appendix A are considered

al)l)licabh_ to tip-speed ratios equal to or less than 0.10.
An expression is also derived in appen<tix A for determing

typical l)lade-seetion angles of attack in the hovering or
vertical-flight condition. This expression provides a basis

for determining the ]infits of validity of the equations for

tail-rotor collective pitch caused by tail-rotor stall. Another

condition of operation wherein the theory becomes invalid

is the vortex region. This region of operation is Ircale([ l)y

means of a senaiempirical theory and is also discussed in

appendix A.

figure 1, 0+3 Qail-rotor collective pitch angle
In at

)-_ BR is shown as a fimction of the axial advance ratio

Vsinf_) for constant values of(?) for(( _ _)=!._R . t 1-i-(#,X) ,

0.03, 0.06, 0.09, and 0.12. In the construction of figure 1,

equations (AS) and (A6) were used for the region where

the nlomentuna theory was a.pplicable. For the vortex

region, figure 2 and equation (A1) were used as discussed

in appendix A. The vortex region, the limits of which are

given by equations (A12) and (A13), is shown (lt_she<l in

figures 1 and 2.

Equation (A9) indicates that a line of constant CT/Z
corresponds to a constant value of a+ . Thus, the lines

_BR

(%for the larger values of _- _ are a.lso labeled in figures 1

and 2 with the values of a2sR in order to allow their use
3

for studies of blade stall.

Of the three quantities of which 0qD, is a function in
4

( l(t,)X>_)figure 1, only the parameter v/i_k , is not known at

tim start. Deternfination of this quantity is facilitated by

plotting it. in figure 3 against the tail-rotor sideslip angle fl,
for constant values of the tail-rotor forward-speed parameter

_:_]. The regions where the momentum theory is

applicable were obtained by iterative solution o[ equations
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t ............ ..... r-l-__-
-.o4 -.oa.... b-----_52 .o4 .o6 .o8 ._ .la

sin Bt

Tail-rotor axial advance 'ratio,

f _r

(_) i ; :'_:o.o3.
_," 1 + (_/X)_'/,

F[_t'aE 1.--Charts for determining #t¼B _.
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-.12 -.10 -.08 -.06 -.04 -,02 0 .02 .04 .06 .08 ,10 .12

1/t sin/_t

Toil-rotor oxiol advonce rofio, {_R) l

(,,,+iA,),=ooo
FIGURE 1.--Contimled.
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:F_(_v_ 1.--Continued,
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(AI5) and (AI6). For the vortex region, which is shown

dashed, equation (AI7) and figure 2 were use(t as discusse(1

in appendix it. The limits of the vortex region in figure 3

are given 1)y equations (A18) and (Alg) which are plotted

in figure 4.
RESPONSE TO PEDAL DEFLECTION

A complete tail-rotor study involves, in addition to <'harts

"'- of static rotor characteristics, an analysis thal predicts tlle

response of a helicopter to pedal deflection. Such an analysis,
whi(.h derives the equation for the yaw of the helicopter

" following a step displacement of the pedals, is presented in

appendix B. Associated main- and tail-rotor stability

<lerivalives are also derived in appendix B. To simplify the

amdysis, two extreme cases are considered. In the first

case, tiw rotor speed is assumed to remain constant during

the yawing maneuver, whereas in the second ('ase the rotor

speed is assumed to vary enough that constant speed with

respect to earth axes is maintained; thai is, Ai2--r.

ILLUSTRATIVE CALCULATIONS

The use of the charts of figures 1 and :/for tail-rotor design

studies, as well as the pedal-response analysis, is illustrated

by the sample calculations given below. The examples were

chosen to be illustrative of the type required Io investigate

the ability of a helicopter to meet current flying-quality

requirements. During the ealculatioil of response to ped.l

deflection, tile procedure for obtaining the rotor derivalives

_C i/o" and bC_-l,__,. b_-- is illustrated.

The following characteristics are assumed:
Mailt rotor:

P., radians/sec .......... 20

P_o,,, hp .............. 350

P_ho_, O.SP,,o_.
vh.... ft,/see ..................... 30

Direction of rotation (eountereh)('kwise as viewed from

above)

lz, slug-ft _............ 2, 000

El.

"ID

CL
tn

O

t

-81 -70 -6'0 -50 -40 -30 -20 -I 0 ..... 0

Toil-rotor sideslip onqle, J_t, deg

F[c;rm.: 4.--Chart showing extent of vortex region in terms of tail-rotor forwar(t-speed parameter ( ............... ;'_ :m(tI'/t_R tail-rotor sideslip angle.. _t.
• \.V Cr/2B-] r
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Tail rotor: " ; ;

a ................................................... 0.12

_rR 2, ft 2 .............................................. 39• 6

It, ft ............................................. 30

9R, ft/sec ................................ -........... 565

Pitch range, deg .............................. --5 to 15

01, deg ........................................... --,q

[aprrRs(P.R)sI]t ..................................... l 0S, 000

Pedal travel, _, (right pedal reduces tail-rotor pitch), in___ 8

G en eral:

Iz (including mass of tail rotor), shlg-ft?- ........... 5, 000

Aerodynanlie yawing mmnent (except where noted) ...... 0

p .................................................. O. 0023g

TAlL-ROTOR PITCH REQUIRED TO HOVER

lnasnauch as fuselage yawing monlents are assumed equal

to zero,

T,--350X550 321
20X30

321
Cv'=0.00238 X 39.6X (565) 2-- 0.0107

[nasn]lleh as /.t=0,

(Cr/(r) ,=0.089

1

(x'l + (#/X)2), =10

Tiros, from the chart of figure l(d) for [-0.12,

at 1", sin ¢_,
(.qR), =0 and (Cr,:_),=0.089, 0q _R=I 2.6 °.

4

TAIL-ROTOR PITCH REQUIRED TO TURN OVER A SPOT IN A 30-KNOT

(50.6 ft_Isee) WIND

Tail-rotor pitch required for trim at different sideslip

angles. The first step in determining tim tail-rotor t)it(.h

required to turn slowly over a spot in a 30-knot (50.0 ft/sec)

wind is to find the tail-rotor thrust, which in turn depends

on the main-rotor torque. The main-rotor torque may be
found as follows:

l" 50.6
-- -- 1.69

vp,o,, 30

By using tiffs value of V/rhea, figure 8 of reference 7 yMds

_-/_o_"" P."P_ho_= 0.fi4._ Thus, the induced power required at
30 knots is P_=0.64><0.8><350 179. By assuming no

change in the hovering value of profile-drag power, the total
power required at 30 knots is then P=0.2X350+I79 249.

By repeating the previous procedure,

Tt--249X550--228 lb
2o)<3o

228
0. 00 76

'-r,m 0. 094 X (565) 2_

'Cr'_ .0076
7/,= -0.i2 =0.0830

C;:):000,0,

_,Cr/SB_-/, =

(,')Froni figure 3, values of 'i _a_/X)_, , ran be el)rained for .'•

various values of _. (Inasmuch as r=O, then ¢/=_, and

17=V,.) Then, by interpolation between t.he charts of

figure 1, 0,%n can ])e obtained. The computations are pre-.-"
4

sented in table I. Similar computations were also mad(, for

20-knot and 10-knot winds. The presentation of these

results in graphical form is made in figure 5, in which is

plotted the tail-rotor pitch required t)y the sample helicol)ter

to hover at various sideslip angh,s in various winds• The

vortex region for each curve is to the left of tit(, tlag.

TABI,E I. -TAIL-ROTOR PITCH REQUIRED FOR TRIM AT
DIFFERENT SIDESLIP ANGLES IN A 30-KNOT WIND

V 1.5'_R Cr
--- = ) 0_; - ' = .4; --

[ (,,R) t ( wt_;r./SBS ), ( a ) t =0"0635;a`=0'12 ]

_,, deg

0
10
20
30
40
50
6O
70
80
90

-10
-20
-30
-40
-50
-rio
- 70
-80
-90

¢

i ('¢_)'
f

0. 050
• 062
.074
• 086
,096
• 105

0
• 016
• 031
.045
• 058
.069

0t_ B_, deg

7.8
9.0

10.2
t1.4
12.4
t3.3

• 112
• 117
.120
.120
.1)37
• 043
• 052
•062
•075
.090
.104
,116
• 120

.078 14.0
.085 14.7
.089 15. l_
.090 15.1

--.016 6.9
--.03l 7.2
--, 045 7. 5
--. 058 8. 0
--.069 8. 1
--. 07_ g. 4
--.(_5 8.4
--.0_9 9.0
--.090 9.4

i 4_ _ ,noveociTy, [ i '_ _ ._

...... }it!4
I0 , -i t !20 ' ] i..

° ll_t [t
s i ltl2!i, ::7:
::! i:> Li7[ Ki :

O_
-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20

Helicopter sideslip angle, B, deg

Fl_.rn_: 5. Effect of forward sp_ed and sideslip angle on iail-rolor

- pitch required for sample helicopter to hover over a spot• Vortex

region for each curve is to the left of the flag.

t i
t

L22_]
40 60 80
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Tail-rotor pitch required to turn at a steady rate. In

order to obtain information on the damping in yaw of the

tail rotor, the tail-rotor pitch required to nlaintain a steady

yawing vdocity of 0.2 radian/sec, both to the left and to

the right, during a turn in the 20-knot (33.7 ft/se(') wind will

be computed subsequently. (The damping in yaw of the

main rotor and fuselage will 1)e neglected.)

For each sideslip angle fl, _, and l'tare computed by using

equations (B8) and (B9). Then, repeating the procedure

for finding the tail-rot.or thrust coefficient as was done for
• the 30-knot-wind case in the preceding section,

tllld

(w.(,R=0ss
x Cr, r2B_] t

The quantity ( 1 )_'1 +(u/X) 2 t is then obtained from figure

By using equation (BI0),

Vsin_'_ VsinB--l,r 0.06 sin __0.01
an I, (rd,'),

Then, 1)y interpolation t)ctwecn the charts of figure I, the

data in table II for V--20 knots, r=0.2 ra(lian per second,

were obtained. Similar computations, mad(, for r=--0.2

radian per second, arc prescnted in graphical form (fig• 6)

together with the results fi)r the r-0 case fi'om figure 5.

RESPONSE TO PEDAl. DEFLECTION WHILE HOVERING IN ZERO WIND

The yaw response per inch of rudder pedal dcfleetion for

the sample helicopter while hovering in zero wind will now

bc calculated. The stability derivatives needed for equa-
tions (B2) and 033) will tie det, crmincd from the (,harts of

figures l and 3 for thc two extreme assunlptions thai A_=0

and A.q--r. By assuming small displacements from trim,

the derivatives will be computed at the trim condition,

Yawing velocity, .-----

--- rodionslsec _ .-i

....... _ /

'_ _eql_ I"I"_ :" / 1<'0 [ -Vc "re)

--_ I

o

.i= __

6.

o_.:i
-80 -60 -40 -20 0 20 40 60 80

Helicopter sideslip ongle, [_, deg

FIGURE G.--Effect of hclieopt('r rale of yaw on t.fil-roior l)ilch requir(,d

for trim at different sideslip angles (1"--20 knots). Vortex region

for each curve islo thc left of the flag.

which is

ff \

+(dX) ), (Cr/'_),0•$9, (V sin B_=_0.12, \ 9.R }t--O, and

0t_n_ =- 12.t3 °.

The control derivative b.V/bOt is cah.ulatcd t)y means of

equation (B6) us h)llows:

__ (bN aN l,p(_rl_3,(_R) ,, r.
hot AO_ .. _0 It

For = •12, taking increnlents from the

1"_ sin _, 0
(Cr/a) _=0.06 line to the (Crflr),-----O.l n line at - (_iR)_ =

_ _ (o  o-o.o%
gives bNoot ANAo, 30XO'O94X(565)2XO'12 \-13.6--9.6 }

lb-ft

=--1,080 (leg-

T,'_BI,E lI. -TAII,-ROTOR PITCtt REQUIRED TO TURN TO RIGIIT OVER k SPOT IN A 20-KNOT WIND

AT 0.2 RADIAN PER SECOND

[(5),=oo0,r -,\- ,c,,,2_U,=o.ss;

B, (leg rldV
e_

0 0.178
10 .161
20 .lo9
30 .205

5040 :2_4

•) .356
70 .520

(_ 1.025
-m -:i_i--

--20 ._.09_--30
-40 :233

-50 .277
-60 .356
-70 .520
-80 1,025
-90 ........

i
tan $ ' St deg

--10._

o 1_ -_:0
20.5

] 84 31.2
1.19 42, 3
I. 73 53. 9

2.r55, 67

=7i_'" -1o.6
--29. 0

-._ -38. 0
--:s4 -47._

-I. 19 --55.7
-1.73 -64, 4
-2. 75 --73. 0

--5. 67 _--81.5
at)

3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3

3'

O. 89
•87
.83
• 82
.78
.76
.74
.73
• 72
.72
• 92
• 94
• 97
.99

1.00
1.02
1.(]2
1.03
1.03

i

_oo.!--7;--oi
-•_I I 9,5

.009 10.2

.019 I 10.9

• 027 I 11,4
• 035 { 11.9
•_I 12.6
•_5 l 13.0
• O_ ! 13. 1

.049 13.1
--._I 8•5
--•_1 g.8
--.041 9.1
--._9 9.3

--.057 9.4
--.063 9.0

--.0611 9.9
--.070 10.0
--.071 10.0

0.077
.081
• O87

O94
102
108
I13
116
n0
120

.068
• 076
• o80
.0_,
.098
• 107
.114
• 118
• 12o

0
• 010
• 020
• 030
.038
• 046
• 052
• 056
• 050
•060

--. Ol 0
--. 020
-. 030

-. 038
-. 046
-. 052
--. 056
-. 059
-.060
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The tail-rohw damping derivative is computed by means

of equation (Bll). Tile first part of the expression is ob-

laine(l by lal<ing increments from (Cr/(r) t=0.08 to (Cr/a),=

0.10 along the 0t_ =12.6 ° line in figure 1 (d). Tile second
4B R

part of lhe expression is zero for tilt' presenl hovering-in-

zero-wind ease. Thus,

o,,,,.,.:, LoC; .q,.-.,,:.-

< 1 )1
00, 010 -1_ _ 0.022--(--0.025)+0_1

lb-fl

= -- 2,550 radian/see

ON bN O.
Inasmuch as I'=0, then b_=--i)f_=

For the assumption tha! A.q= 0, there is a damping eon-
lrilmlion of the main rotor that is eompuled from equation

(B 12) as

._ =--2 Q- 2."<.350>4550 lb-ft
Or/,,, _ 20)-420 -- --960 radian/see

I/y substituting into equation (B5) and laMng /z=7,000

slug-ft 2, lhe value of c is found to be

--2550--960
c= ----0.50

7000

Then, from equation (B4),

n _ 35(e-°.5°'d 0.501--1)
A0t

For l= 1 second,

,(t 1)=_3.7 deg/deg
_0_

Thus, for Ill(' assumption that .4Q=0, the disl)laeemenJ in

yaw per inch of l)edM travel at t-1 second is

n(l=l)_ 3.7 _!egx 20 deg=9.3 deg
AS_ (leg --8 in. _n.

where ill(, --8 inches is Ihe total rudder pedal delh,etion

corresponding to the total t)iteh range of 20 °.

For the assumption thai A.q=r, [z is now equal to 5,000

slug-ft 2, A,V/'5.O, is unchanged, and (&\r/br),_=O. Inasmuch

as, al trim, (V sin _)_=0, the addit.ional dalnping in yaw of
the tail rotor 1)eeause of its variation in speed is (as pointed

out in appendix B) equal to (SN,/br),, computed under the

assuml)lion that Aft=0. Thus,

• radian/sec
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Then, by sut)stituting into equation (B5),

--2550--900
c= ----0.70

5000

and, from equation (B4),

v _ 25(e-0.r0_+0.70/_l)
A0_

For l= 1 second,

or

_(t 1)_
4.9 dog/dog

n(t-- 1)_ --4.9X 218= 12.3 (leg/in.Aa,

For (V sin 5)t = 0, tile only difference in the exponential

equation for n/A0t resulling front the use of |he two different
rotor-speed assumptions arises fi'om tilt, use of a snmller
moment-of-inertia value in tile Aft = r ease. If the moment

of inertia of tile main rotor is relatively large compared with

that of the fuselage, the more conservative assuml)lion

shouhl 1)e used for design purposes. In the present illusira-

live example, inasmuch as tit(, values of yaw disl)laeement

computed for the two different rotor-speed assumptions do

not differ very much, the average value is used. Thus, for

the sample helicopter in hovering at zero wind, Ill(' displace-

ment in yaw per inch of pedal travel at t 1 second is

n(t .__!)=9.3-I- 12.3= 10.8 deg/in, pedal
AS, 2

In figure 7 are shown, for the sample helieol)ter, time

histories of response to a 1-inch step disi)laeement of the

rudder pedals while hovering in zero wind. The curves

were ot)lained from tile coral)uteri equations for _,:AOt which

were derived on the alternate assulnptions of constant rotor

speed and A_ = r. At t = 1 second, the average value of

is 10.8 °, as de/ermined previously.

RESPONSE TO PEDAL DEFLECTION WHILE ItOVERING IN 30-KNOT WIND

There will now be con:puled the tail-rotor 1)itch required

to satisfy the requirement of reference 1 that the helicopter,

while trimmed at the most critical yaw angle during hovering

in a 30-knot wind, achieve 3 ° of yaw in the first second fol-

lowing full pedal deflection in the eritieM direction.

5o

"o

p,
= __0

g
,0

- ÷

o 1.0

Time. sec

,_I ! 4 - t -

/': aa = o I

i

I:ql a
1.5 2,0

Fret:hE 7. -llesl)onse of sample helicot:ter in hov.erfi_g to a 1-inch step
displaeemenl of pedals.
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Fox' tile sample helicol)ler, tat)le I indicates that the

critical yaw angle during hovering in a 30-knot wind is 90 °

h,fi yaw (right sideslip) tit which time 15.1 o of tail-rotor pitch is

required. In order to illustrate a less simplified ease, it will

be assumed, however, that t)eeause of fuselage yawing

momenls the erilieal angle is 60 ° right sideslip and there is

_.. an aerodynamic yawing momenl to the right of 1,500 pound-
feel acling on the fuselage. Thus, before proceeding wilh

the response-lo-pedal-deflection ealeuhtlions, i! is firs! neees-

- sary to eah'ulate the pitch angle required 1o trim at lhe new

" critical yaw angle of 60 °.

Determination of new trim value of tail-rotor pitch. -By

repealing the procedure used in a previous se('tion for eom-

puling lhe 1)ih'h required for trim while hovering in a 30-

knol wind, l)ul taking the fuselage yawing momenl inlo

aeconnl, the folh)wing equations are given:

_=60 °

1500
T, = 228+ 3_=278 1t)

O'%--0.0093

(Cr/a) t= 0.0775

,) o(Cr/2B') t= 0.00494

tilleR), = 0.090

From figure 3,

ThllS)

' VflHa' "_ 1.28
_c_/2mA

',Q1 I 0.935+ (u/x)U,

(_,'1 o" _ _0.112+ (u/x)/,

]nlerl)olaling I)et ween the charts of figure 1 for .(1 +(u/X): ,

and 0.12, for- ---(_)t=0"0785 and (Cr/<_),=0.0775,0.09

gives 0_3 =15.5 ° . Thus, the new trim value of tail-rotor
BR

4

pitch is 15.5 ° instead of 15.1 °, which was calculated for lhe
case of zero assumed fuselage yawing moment.

Computation of tail-rotor pitch required to maneuver.-
The (.ah,ulation of tile additional amount of tail-rotor I)ih'h

required to achieve 3° of yaw in the first second following full

pedal dcfle('tion will 1)e carried oul, as in lilt, previously
descrit)ed (,ah,ulations of a step-pedal maneuver in zero win(l,

under the altex'nate assuml)lions of eonslanl rotor speed and

a varialion of rotor speed equal to the yawing veh)cily.

By assuming constant rotor speed, the stability derivatives
needed for equations (B2) 'rod (B3) are deh, rmined in a
maT-mer similar 1o that ('arried out for the zero-wind case as

follows:---

From equation (B6),

ON=_ 1 090 lb-ft
bO_ ' deg

13

From equation (BI2),

(0N') =--690 ll,-ft _
, Or/,. radi'm/sec

From equalion (B 11),

(ON) [--30--0.02Or 9 -1°8'°00 565 0.03l
4-

-- 0.008 0.004 ....... ,,_']=--3,900
0.121/5_.3/_, 3oxo 5 ..Ib-ft50.6 1_] " radmn,, see

l--

Although the aerodynamic fuselage momenl is a,ssmned to

remain unchanged during the pedal-deflection maneuver,
lhere is a change in the static-directional slahility of the
tail rotor. This derivalive is found by sul)sliluling into

equation (BI4) values fox' known constants and slopes
obtained t)y inlerl)olalion t)etween the 0.09 and 0.12 charts

of figure 1 and from figure 3. Thus,

ON --0.040 108,000/.0.090 cos 60 °-
O_ 0.060

--0.006
0.12 X 108,000>(0.004X 57.3

-0.03

= 3,240 + 590 -- 3,830 lh-ft/tad ia n

For turns over a spot,

ON &V
.... 3,830 lb-ft/radian

On Off

Sul)slil u ting the ealeulat ed derival ires [nt o equatiml (]33)

gives
--3900-- 690 --3830

8 _--. 8 _--0
5000 + 2000 5000 + 2000

By solving for ill(, complex roots a+bi,

a ...... 0.33

and
b--0.66

Sul)stiluling inh> equation (B2) gives

n _ 16.3 [e-°"_a'(--0.50 sin 0.66t--cos 0.660+1]
A0t

For t= 1 second,

,q l)
- A_------3.4 deg/deg

Thus, under tile assumption of conshlnl rotor speed,
3 (l e_,"

-- _= ?. 0.S8 ° of addition'd tail-rotor 1)itch u'ould 1)e
3.4 deg/deg
reqttired to achieve 3 ° of yaw in tilt' first second following

the 1)edal disl)laeement.
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l'nder the assulnt)tion that At2--r, the calculation wouht

proceed as follows:

/z-5,ooo

AN.
-.:._0 "1S unchanged

(_;') is unchanged

The additional damping in yaw due to variations in tail-
rotor speed is obtained from equation (B20). The derivative

O(CT/_)_ has already been obtained for b.Y/b_. Thus,
--iV sill

/b=\r\ 0/'0.040 3600 2X278\
( \o.o6o°°78'  o

SUbStituting into equation (B3) gives

s_ --3900=1110 --3830• _--- 8 0
5000 5000

a = --0.50

_lld

b = O.72

Thus, by sul,stiIuting into equation (]12),

--16.3 [e-0'5° (--0.70 sin 0.72/--cos 0.720--1]
A0_

For I I second_

,(t 1)
...... 4.2 deg/deg

A0_

The ad(litiomfl pitch required wouhl then be

3 deg :0.71%
4.2 deg/deg

Tail-rotor pitch needed to satisfy requirement of refer-

ence 1.- Taking an average of the answers for the two diffel-

enI assumptions gives

0.88+0.71=0.8 o
AO,-- 2

Thus, in order to achieve the required 3° of yaw in the first

secoml, 0.8 ° of additional tail-rotor pitcll wouhl be required.
The total value of 0, needed to satisfy the requirement of

reference 1 is, therefore,

01- 15.5° _ 0.8 °_ !6.3 °

DISCUSSION OF ILLUSTRATIVE CALCULATIONS

Some significant characteristics of low-speed tail-rotor

directional stability and control can be deduced from the

sample calculations made herein.

DIRECTIONAL STABILITY AND DAMPING IN YAW

The curves of figure 5 indicate that, if fuselage directional

stability characteristics are negh,eted and tail-rotor thrust is

assumed to act toward the right, the typical single-rotor

helicopter at speeds i)elow 10 knots is direetionally stable
from approximately 50 ° left sideslip 1o about 90 ° right side-

slip. For speeds higher than at)out 10 knots, the stal)ility

characteristics during sideslip in the direction of tail-rotor "

thrust are similar, the directional stability increasing with

speed. For sideslip in the direction opposite to tail-rotor
thrusG however, a directional instability appears, as a resuh '

of the tail rotor entering the vortex region. The curves in

fi_lre 6 indicate that, ahlmugh the dainping in yaw at 20

knots is normally stable, in the vortex region the dainping

in yaw is approximately zero, or even slightly unsta.ble.

Similar curves for 30 knots indicate large erratic variations
in damping in )-aw, h'om unstable to stable, in the vortex

region. Also, although it is not shown by the curves of

figures 5 and 6, reference 8 gives evidence that the vortex

region corresponds to an unsteady-llow condition.
Inasmuch as the axial component of velocity through the

tail rotor depends upon ttle sine of the sideslip angle, the

curves of figures 5 and 6 can be used for the entire azimuth

range of i180 °. For exainple, at f3 160 °, the tail-rotor

pitch is the same as at, fl=20 °.

RESPONSE TO STEP PEDAL DEFLECTION

The time history of fi_lre 7 is typical of first-order singlc-

bN 0 Initially,
degree-of-freedom systems inasmuch as br/ "

the rate of displacement depends primarily on the inertia,

whereas later it, depends primarily on the damping. At all

times, the displacement depends upon the control moment.

Thus, by calling for a specific yaw-angle range in 1 second,

requirements such as those of reference 1 insure against
insufficient or excessive control moment in relation to the

inertia and damping in yaw. Preliminary study of yaw con-

trol in near-hovering flight indicates that the pilot probably

expects the yaw displacement to t)e within certain limits a
short time after t_reasonable pedal motion.

For the samI)le helicopter in hovering, the yaw response at

the end of the first second was cMculated to be 10.8 ° yaw

per inch of pedal displacement. Preliminary flying-quality

studies indicate that, if the pedals have large friction and

out-of-trim forces, such a response may be too high. Of

course, reduction in pedal friction and incorporation of a

trimming device wouht help. If, however, the yaw control

were still too sensitive, a possible solution might bc the

incorporation of a mixing linkage in the tail-rotor control

such that collective pitch or throttle motion would also
produce a tail-rotor pitch change. Then the pitch change

per inch of pedal could be reduced. Another advantage of

such a mixing linkage is that it would reduce the coordination
necessary between t)itch lever and pedals (luring hovering at. "_'-

different wind speeds. Reducing the sensitivity of tT_

sample helicopter by increasing pedal travel is not feasible,

inasmuch as the travel is already a typical value of 8 inches.

From the calculation of response to pedal deflection in a

30-knot wind, i_ was found that 16.3 ° of tail-rotor pitch
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wouhl be required for the sample helicopter to meci one of

the requiremenis of reference 1. This requirement calls for

the al)ilily, while/rimmed at: the most critical yaw posilion
in a 30-knot wind, to achieve at: least 3 ° of yaw in tlte first

second following full displacement of tile pedals in the

critical direction. By use of figures 1 and 3, the minimmn

pitch at. which the tail rotor wouhl start to stall in the range

• from 0 to 30 knots was found to be about 18}_ °. Thus, it.

appears that the tail rotor of the sample hdieopter could be

rigged to give the required pitch without, danger of stalling.

COMPARISON OF THEORY WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to study the adequacy of the charts presented

herein, a comparison of the theory was made with experi-

mental results. In figure 8 are presented plots of pedal

position against, sideslip angle during fairly rapid turns over

a spot in a wind of approximately 13 knots for the singh,-rotor

helicopter shown in figure 9. This helicopter has character-
isties that are generally similar to the sample helicopter

characteristics used herein. The sidedip angle was obtained

by integrating measured yawing-velocity records. In figure
8 are also presented theoretical curves of pedal position

against sideslip angh, computed from the charts herein for
the helicopter of figure 9 for the first half of the turn in each

direction. (Only the first half of the turn is computed

because the experimental sideslip angles during the second
half of the turn are inaccurate because of the accumulation

of integration errors.) The assumption that Al2--r was used

in calculating the theoretical curves, but, for siml)lMty , the

additional damping in yaw of the tail rotor due to changes

in rotational speed was neglected, as were fuselage yawing
moments. The tail-rotor thrust was corrected for measured

yawing acceleration.

During the tu,'n to the left, the measured pedal position

varies rather smoothly throughout the entire maneuver.

However, during the early part of the turn to the right

large and rapid pedal displacements are indicated. The
resultant velocity and sideslip angle at the tail rotor, corrected

for yawing velocity, were computed during the computation
of the theoretical curves. Comparison with figure 4 imlieate<l

that, during the turn to the left, the tail rotor never entered

the vortex region; whereas during the turn to the right, it

did. The range of sideslip angle for whi(qt the tail rotor was

within the vortex region based on figure 4 is indicated in

figure 8(b). It can be seen that the large and rapid pedM
motions all occurred while the tail rotor was in the vortex

region. The pilot's effort when the tail rotor is operating
in the vortex region is increased, probably because, as indi-

cated 1)reviously, the flow conditions there are unsteady and

file damping in yaw is low or unstal)le.

The qualitative correlation of the theoretically and experi-

mentally indicated extent of the vortex region gives some
confidence in the accuracy of the downward inflow limit of

the vortex region in the theoretical curves herein. As

imlicated in appendix A, this limit was l>ased on the imlieation

of reference. 8 that the vortex region begins when the axial

.c--'-d'6mponeu.t of velocity is approxinmtely 40 p<q'eent of the

inflow vdoeity.

This region of difficult tail-rotor control t,hat results when
the tail rotor enters the vortex region is similar to that which

is experienced when the main rotor enters the vortex region

during partial-power descent at zero or low forward speeds.
Knowledge of the existence of this region of difIicult tail-rotor

control should be of value to pilots, ill lhat they would not

expect t,o achieve steady conditions in this region and hence

wouhl try to avoid prolonged opera!ion therein when feasible.

"5
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For a particular helicopt(,r, the regions of forward speed

and sideslip angle in which tail-rotor control difficulty may

be experienced can be comln,ted from figure 4. I,imitcd

unpublished flight data indi(,ate the vorh,x region to be less

potent, or perhaps even nonexistent, at the higher forward

speeds covered in figure 4. The large component of velocity

perpen(lit'_ular to the rotor shaft at the higher forward speeds

may reduce or eliminate the formation of this type of flow.

However, until a more thorough experimental investigation
establishes an upper speed limit to the vortex region, the

entire vortex region of figure 4 may well be considered as a

region of potential difficulty.
At 0 ° angle of sideslip, the theoretical curves of figure 8

indicate about 15 percent more right pedal, or about 3° less

pitch, than the e:¢perimental (.urves. Some of tiffs differ-

ence is thought to be due tt) the experimental [)itch being

lower than that indicated by pedal position because of play
and distortion in the tail-rotor control system. At high val-

ues of tail-rotor pitch, a large left pedal for('e is required along
with the left l)edal deflection, indicating a large pitch-

reducing tendency in the tail rotor. Also, the effcctiveness
of the root portion of the tail-rotor blade is probably reduced

somewhat by the exposed heads of the bolts used to attach
the blade to the root titling. In addition, calculations indi-

cate the taper of the tail-rotor blades, which was neglected

in the theoretical derivatives herein, causes the theory to

underestimate somewhat the tail-rotor collective t)ilch. All

tllese conditions cause the theory to underestimate the re-

quired trill-rotor pitch. Thus, for design purposes, these

factors must be account ed for, cithcr rationally or empiricalIy.

For the turn to the left, the shape of the |heoretical curve

compares well with that of the experimentttl curve, except

for somewhat higher slopes. Tile difference in slope indi-

cates that the fuseh_ge is unstal)le directionally.

For the turn to the right, the theoreli(.al curve (lees not

malch the experimental curve as well. This situation is to

be expected because of die unstea(ly flow conditions in the

vortex region.
This comparison between measured and theoretical tail-

rotor pitch during fairly rapid lurns over a spot indicates

the charts antl procedures herein to be useful for compuling

either the change in tail-rotor pitch needed for a given

dynamic maneuver or the motion of the helicopter due to

pedal deflection.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Theoretically derived charts and equations have been pre-

sented by which tail-rotor design studies of directional trim
and control response at low forward speeds (i.e., at tip-speed

ratios less than 0.10) can be conveniently made. These

charts can also be used to determine the main-rotor stability

derivatives of the ratio of thrust coefficient, to solidity with

respect to pitch angle and rotor angle of atlack at low for-

ward speeds.

Studies made with the charts and confirmed by flight

tests indicate a region of difficulty of tail-rotor control at

various combinations of forward speed and sideslip angle

similar to that which has been experienced on main rotors

during partial-power descent, at zero or low forward speed.

It appears desirable to avoid prolonged operation in this

region.
The measured variations of tail-rotor pitch during a

moderately rapid turn over a spot in a wind can be fairly

well predicted theoretically.

LANGLEY AERON-AUTICAL LABORATORY,

_ATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERON'AUTICS.

LAN'GLEY FIELD, VA., October 27, 1953.



APPENDIX A

In this appendix, equations for the collective pitch of a

tail rotor at low forward speeds are derived in terms of its

,forward speed, tip speed, sideslip angle, thrust eoeffMent,

solidity, and the yawing velocity of tile helicopter. These

equations are used to derive charts from which the tail-rotor
directional-stability, directional-control, and damping-in-

yaw derivatives can be obtained.

ASSUMPTIONS

Uniform inflow.--The inflow through the rotor is assmncd
to be uniform. The effect of a radial variation in inflow is

discussed later. Reference 3 indicates no appreciable effect

of longitudinal inflow asymmetry on thrust at fixed values

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT--STATIC ROTOR CHARACTERISTICS

For the normal working state of a rotor wherein X is

negative, equation (A2) can be solved for X as follows:

of pitch and average inflow.
Isolation of tail rotor.--At some forward speed tim tail

rotor enters the downwash fiehl of the main rotor. The

effects of operating in the main-rotor downwash fieht are

neglected, inasmuch as the primary effect is a change in the
direction of flight of the tail rotor. The effect of tail-rotor

supporting structures and the proximity of tail surfaces is

also neglected.
lgeglect of _2 with respect to unity._--The assumplion is

now made than _ is less than 0.10 and, therefore, #2 is much

less than 0.01. Thus, neglect of _z with respect to unity
causes a maximum error in each term of about 1 percent.

The term (u/'),) 2, however, is not negligible with respect to

unity.
Assumptions of references 3 and 4,--Inasmuch as the

derivatives in this report arc based on the equations of

references 3 and 4, the assumptions of these references are

automatically incorporated herein.

DEVELOPMENT OF EQUATION'S

Inasmuch as O_ne:Oo@O.75B01 , and u2 is assumed to be
4

much less than 1 (t,2<<l), equation (6) of reference 4 can
be rewritten as follows:

2CrB 2 B 3
_a 2 x+_-0_,_ (hi)

Equation (7) of refcrence 4 can be rewritten as follows:

v CT (A2)
sin a=X-t

2 [X[B=V'I_/X) =

Since the last term represents rotor induced velocity,
absolute bars have been added to X in order to make the

" expression always positive. Mso, B '2has been added in the

denominator of the last term in order to provide consistency

with forward flight analyses, wherein it is assumed that the

. rotor is effective only in producing thrust out to BR.

V sina 1 /IV . )= 9 Cr • (A3)x=aR 2 2 s'n" 70+7./x)'

Substitution of equation

solving for 0_, R gives, for negative X,

311._/(V ....sin a)2_- 2 Cr_0_,= _ _T]_ B:- " 0

4 Cr V sin_*]
aB 2 a _tR 2 ]

(A3) into equation (A1) and

__+

(A4)

In oMer to put equation (A4) into a more convenient form

for tail rotors, 0% R will be expressed in degrees, and instead
4

of the angle of attack a, the sideslip angle 5 will be used.
For the case of countcrclockwise main-rotor rotation, the

tail-rotor thrust is to the right for the conventionally powered

helicopter. Thus, a for the tail rotor is equal to --fl ,where fl

is positive for sideslip to the right. (In the jet-powered
helicopter, the tail-rotor thrust required to overcome the

friction torque will act to the left for counterclockwise main-

rotor rotation, in which case a=fl. The sign convention

corresponding to the conventionally powered helicopter will

be followed in this report.) Also, a yaw-ing velocity of the

helicopter will cause an additional flow through the taft rotor.
V

Thus, the expression @ sin a becomes --Vt sin flt/(_R), •

where Vt and fl, are, respectively, the velocity and sideslip

angle at the tail rotor including the effeel of yawing velocity.
Thus, equation (A4) becomes, for negative X,

3 [-1 /_Zsin/_'_2 t 2 CT"R=57'3_ LsY\ *,. 2,"B= +

4 Cr 1 {IV sinfl'_ 7 (A5)
aB = 7 t-_ \- f_E-J,_]

For those conditions where X is positive, repeating the

stePs for equations (A3) to (A5) gives

3 F 1 /{Vsinfl'_=__2__Cr . o-
0__.=57.a _B L-_b't, -aR ], B_7-,,, +7,/x)_ +

aB 2 7 _-2 \ .qR J,_J
(A6)

17
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VALIDITY OF IYNIFOR$1 INFLOW ASSUMPTION

Comparison of equation (A4) with equation (A17) of

reference 5 indicates that 0._ for a linearly twisted rotor
BR

blade in vertical climb Mu, re g=O and sin a=--1 is equal

to O_R for an ideally twisted rotor in vertical climb (at equal
3

wfiues of Ur, ¢, and I,/L_R). From a study of figure 1 of

reference 6, it can be seen that, at, least for the special ease

of hovering, a solution for 0_,,e for a linearly twisted rotor

including radial inflow varialions shows that the pitch angle
3

at._ BR is very dose to 0%_ for the ideally twisted rotor.
3

(In fig. 1 of ref. 6, B--I.0.) Thus, the assumI)tion made
herein of uniform inflow is indicated to give reasonably

correct answers for 0%K

BLADE-STALL 1,1MITS

The theory becomes inaccurate when blade sections start

to stall. In order to give some idea of the section angles of

attack, the section angh, of attack in the hovering or vertical-
2

flight eondilion at 3 BR is eonqmted. This radius was

chosen because it is reasonably representative, and because

it. is easily computed. The computation is as follows:

From equation (27) of reference 4,

X =0:, +('2 :3 ) X (A7)

3 3

St,bstituting for X from equation (A 1) gives

_ =aig_ _ B-_B 0, (As)

For c_ and 0_ in degrees, setting a=5.73 and B=0.97,

O_BR=65.7 Cr--O.080_ (A9)
o"

3

VORTEX REGION

In reference 8 it was reported that, for the test helicopter

of the reference, unsteady conditions were experienced at

vertical rates of descent, above about 500 ft./n_in. The

inflow velocity (i.e., resultant velocity through rotor disk)

at this rate of descent is computed to be approximately 1,200

ftfinin. Thus, it is assumed that the momentum theory

used in the rotor flleory of references 3 and 4 is good until

the axial component of free-stream velocity upwaM uqth

respect to the rotor equals 500/1200, wlfieh is approximately

equal to 40 percent of the inflow velocity.

Refi,rence 9, page 127, indi<'ates that, when the upward
free-stream velocity exceeds a certain value, the air flow near

[he blade tips takes on the shape of a vortex ring instead of

existing in tile form of a simph, slipstream; thus the unsteady

flow conditions mentioned previoudy are taken into account.

This unsteady flow region, in which the n).olnentunl theory

is inapplicable, is refem, d to as the vortex region. In
reference 9, page 131, the momemum theory used in the

rotor theory of references 3 and 4 is indicated to l)eeome good

again when the axial component of flight velocity upward

through the rotor is equal to twice the inflow velocity.

Inasmuch as the reomentun_ lheory used in references 3

and 4 ('rod, hence, in this report) is not valid in the vortex

region, an empirical procedure is used to obtain solutions of

tail-rotor collective pitch in this region. This procedure is
based on the use of enipMeal curves relating vertical flight .

speed to induced vehwity in lhe wn'tex region and is outlined
as follows: Dividing the three terms in equation (A2) by

4

" CT

X/2m, qT(./x)=

,_iv _ for nega-and using the angle/_t instead of the angle a _ _s,

tire X,

"_/-_¢' V_I-}-(#/X)_ (A10)
X t

a.,t, for positive X,

X

(,7 VsiIl'/°l'_ Cr --
2B -___ + (_,,,'x)V,

/
V ="i (A I)
" X It

For vertical climb or descent (u 0; sin ¢_= 4-1), equations

(A10) and (All) correspond to the computed portions of

figure 8 of reference 9 (chapter 6) where the momentum

theory is applicable. For forward flight (#>0; sin _,= 4-1),

the same curves apply if the axial component of velocity Is

used and both coordinate parameters are modified with the
_fl+(g/X)-" term. Therefore, it will be assumed that the

empirical portion of the curve of figure 8 of reference 9

(chapter 6) wouht also be applicable to forward flight if the
V'I 4- (_,'X) _ term is included in the coordinate parameters and

the axial component of velocity is used. IIowever, the more

extensive data of reference 10, modified somewhat in accord-

ance with flight experience such as that reported in referenea

8, are used instead.

In figure 2 is plotted the relation between

X (_/Vsin,/.qR ]\
( /--: C71 : _ and C:

\X, , :v+ _,

The regions where lhe mo:mentum concept is app|iealfle

were obtained from equations (A10) and (All). The

vortex region which, as discussed previously, is between .

1" sin _,:_R]
X' /,=--0.4 and --2, is shox_m dashed, and :_.

based on figure 12 of reference 10, modified somewhat in
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accordance wilh. [lighb experience, such as that report.ed in
reference 8. By u_ing equation (A1) and the, empirical

region of figure 2, values of 0%_ can 1)e computed for the

vortex region for given wdues of (V sin _5,2R), (Cr/o-),,

and /1-4- fi2iX)_ "
",3, -i- t#; ff /t

With the aid of equation (A3), the limits of the vortex

region can be expressed in terms of these parameters, for

downward inflow, as

V sin o- (A 12)

and, for upward inflow, as

(A 13)

DETERMINATION OF -_fl+(u_) =

The pit('h angle 0%R has thus far been determined as a
4

function of three parameters, Ur/,*, Vsin_tR_' and -=-----_r .
x"l + (u/X)_

All of these quantities can normally be easily obtained except

([+(_/X) =. The procedure for ol)t.aining 3,"_+(ia/X) = is now
discussed.

The quantity _/X (.an 1)e obtained by rewriting equation

(A2) as folh)ws:

X
--{tin oL_

u (V/P. Ig)t=

Cr,,,'2B _
cos _ ,_1x/,,1G + (u,'x)_

(A 14)

For negative values of X, using the relation B,=--a,

equa.tion (AI4) can be solved to give tire following equation:

Jan 1/ tan= 5-a- 1

(A_ s)

For posil,ive values of X, solution of equation (A14) gives

(:),=(• tan _+ fltan=7

2 -_.... 4
1 )('[-,,,,'_l_)a cos2 _3 1 @(/z/X)"

C.ri2H"

(A16)

Equations (A15) and (3.16) can be used to solve for

I*/_R and fl are
-_gq-(_/X) 21)3, ite,'ation when fixed va.lues of 3'Vr/2B2

given.

For the vortex region where the mmnentum flmory is

ina.pplicabh,, the h)lh)wing empMea] procedure is used:

V sin a/¢.2R

¢/ C,,
u_V cos _l_an_ :_n-__q-q- (,,,,'x)'

x x / x _\t,.,.

"_ 2 Bq't+ (u/X)

Then, inasmuch as 3,=--a,

V sin Bfg.R

Cr :

. X" ,'i+(;i';5 (xlr)

(D,:(i; > e
_ IF- _,'I+ (u/x)"/ _,

By using figure fi, equation (A IT) can be solved for

¢'1 q-(u/X) _ in the vorlex region by iteration when fixed values

of { V/_2R "_ and 18, are given.
\3`'C_/2n"},

The ]in)its of the vortex region for these parameters can be

computed to be, for downward inflow,

3`Cr/2B2,],=\_'I + (0.403/ta,l fl)' sin _ ,

and, for upward inflow,

\_'Cr/.B',lt \vl -I (2/tan fl)_ sin $],



APPENDIX B

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT RESPONSE TO PEDAL DEFLECTION

The equation for the yaw of the helicopter following a step

displacement of the pedals, together with fornmlas for the

stability derivatives required 1)y the solution, are derived in
this appendix.

EQUATION OF MOTION

By assuming a one-degree-of-freedom system, the equation

of nlotion of a helicopter in yaw is

b% ONe,7 bN . bN
Iz bt _. 5r bt b_ A_=5-0, A0t (B])

The equation of motion is solved by means of tim

Laplace transformation for a step deflection of A0, and

b____(0)=An(0)--0. Using the procedure and tames of
bt

reference 1 l and converting _ to degrees gives

[d" (b sin bt--cosbt)+l_VAO,X57.3

_(_)= (a_q -b'3r_ ' (B2)

_Qtere a+bi are the roots of the characteristic equation

s_-O_/Or ON/b_=0 (B3)
I_S-I_

ON

For the special case of _=o, equation (B2) becomes

ON A0_X57.3
ea--et--1 O0,

'1 c 2 Iz (B4)

_Qlere

G

STABIIJTY DERIVATIVES

During a yawing maneuver, the rotor speed wouhl vary
some as a result of the change in rotor torque. In order to

simplify the situation to a one-degree-of-freedom system,
two extreme cases are studied. In the first case, the rotor

speed is assumed to remain constant; whereas, in the second
case, the rotor speed is assumed to vary enough that it

remains constant with respect to eal'fll axes-that is, 5_=-r.

In the first case, the main rotor contributes inertia and

damphlg in yaw. In the second case, the resulting change

in tail-rotor speed varies the damping in yaw of the tail rotor.

Assumption of constant rotor speed.--The equatioa for

the 5Nfi)Ot derivative is

_=--I,P('R_),(_P') ,:_, \ _-/, (136)

Changes in tail-rotor thrllst due tO yawing velocity are, in

2O

(Vsin _) and ingeneral, due to the resultant changes in \ $2R t

I+(p/X)_ Thus, the equation for the (bA_:br), deriva-

tive is

_2R /,

b (V sin B--lr'_
uR /,+
br

a(G,/4,

b_, brJ

037)

The forward velocity V and the sideslip angle _ at the

tail rotor are different from the corresponding values at. the

helicopter center of gravity if a yawing velocity r is present.

From a study of figure 10, _t can be expressed in tenfis

of/_ aml r; and tzt can he expressed in terms of V, f_, and fl,
as follows:

I'/t

v,=V cos________ (Bg)
cos _t

\

FmvaE 10. --Sketch showing geometry for converting from V, B, and

r to Vt and fit. tan fit :l" sin B--rlt tan _ rlt " V
V COSfl

Vcos_ _-VcOs _' '=_;
l't sin fit= Vsin fl--rlt.
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Also, the axial component of velocity can be expressed in
t.ma_ls of V, 3, and 7'as

Vt sin 3,=V sin 3--1_r (B10)

By using equations 038), 039), and (B10), and carrying
out the indicated differentiations, equation 037) becomes

• [- 3.\" _ . ., _(c'/.),

1 ,}

<r, b3[
(BI 1)

If constant torque coefficient is assumed, the (_N/br),_
deriva.t ive becomes

bX_ bQ bTg__dQo=,oC,_rR2 oaR._-i_:},,,=-N;' = 5.. "

2Q (B12)

The tail rotor contributes to the directional-stability

derivative b-\Ub3 while the helicopter is hovering in a wind.
The contribution can be computed as follows (3, is assumed

equal t.o 3 inasmuch as the effect of a yawing velocity is
accounted for in the deriva tire (b:V/br) _):

bN bN

b3 b F.V sin 3--1_r-] b3
L (aR), J

[_V sin(_TR_)_3-l'r]J+

bN

O"

0313)

[?sing equation 0310) and carrying out the indicated differ-
entiation gives

bN bN IV cos B] _1_
(V sin 3_1 _]R ,

bN

1

Milch may be expressed in terms of the thrust-coefficient--

solidity ratio as follows:

b]V b(Cr/a)wtp(rR:)e(P.R),21t I-V cos 3-]

\ .qR },

• 1

b /;'_¢_\, (¢'),v(rR')'O',R)'21't-p(u ) " bB, --

(B 14)

Assumption of _i.q--r. The additional damping in yaw of
the tail rotor due loa variaiion in tip speed is computed
as follows:

[ _.V'_ = -- l , ,A( _ TA 031 5)\ \ !,
• 9 9Inasmuch as T,= T,P (rR')t (_3R)e',

(bN_ lt[_ _ (Cr/_)t P(TrR_), (flR),2_, + 2_-T/ b_'_ (BIG)A \ Or Jr=-- Or b/J

but, inasmuch as A.q=r, l|u;n

Also,

bfl_-- b'°"-- at (B 17)
i)r 5-(2 ft

(V sin 3)
A (aCT/q),_ a((',.l_,), b \ _2R , ha, (B18)

[V silt ¢t) bat b,'5r 5\ f_R ,

Carrying out, the differentiation,

(V sin
\ br /, b\ _R3"_)

1 Vsin3) bP-t 0319)

Substituting equations 0317) and 0319) into equation

(g16) _ves

A(bN'_ i I b (Crla)t ( Vsinff_ o',oOrR2),(_lR),_+ 2 T, l_. Or.I,=-- ' --_ IVsinfl\ \ .qR ./, a _
°C ,,R ),

0320)

At trim in unyawed flight, (V sin fl)t=0, and equation (B20)
becomes

('bN"_ I, 2Q (B21)Ak0r/t=-- _ T,= a

which is identical to equation (B12). Thus, it. is seen that,
when (V sin B)t=0, the damping-in-yaw contribution of the
main rotor computed with the assumption of constant rotor
speed is equal to the additional damping-in-yaw contril)ution
of the tail rotor compuled with the assumption that Aft_ r.
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